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ROOM LAMP PROVIDED WITH 
INSULATING STRUCTURE BETWEEN BUS 

BARS THEREOF 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a vehicle room lamp to be 

mounted to an inner lining of a vehicle roof and, more 
speci?cally, to an insulating structure betWeen bus bars for 
a vehicle room lamp Which prevents bus bars disposed on a 
back surface of a case of the room lamp from being 
short-circuited due to carbon ?bers contained in the inner 
lining When being mounted to a hole of the inner lining of 
the roof. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
A general structure of a vehicle room lamp is disclosed, 

for example, in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application 
Publication No. 2001-180372. This invention has a structure 
in Which grooves are formed on a back surface of a case, bus 
bars are ?tted in the grooves for connecting a female 
connector to be connected With a male connector extending 
from a poWer source With a light bulb and a sWitch, so that 
?ashing of the light bulb is executed by turning the sWitch 
on and off. 

In the vehicle room lamp in this structure, since ?tting of 
the bus bars into the grooves can be performed automati 
cally, there is an advantage in that manufacture in loW cost 
is achieved. HoWever, since the bus bars are exposed on the 
surface, there is a problem such that When it is ?tted and 
?xed to the inner lining on the roof of the vehicle, carbon 
?bers contained in the inner lining, although they are short, 
fall betWeen the bus bars disposed close to each other, and 
causes short circuit betWeen the bus bars, Which may result 
in bloWout of a fuse. 

Therefore, a case Which can prevent the above-described 
short circuit betWeen the bus bars Was developed. This 
invention is disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent 
Application Publication No. 2003-327043, and con?gured 
by integrating respective bus bars Which constitute a circuit 
via bridge portions, setting the entire bus bar into an 
injection molding machine for manufacturing the case by 
injection molding for molding the bus bar Within the case, 
and then cutting and bending the bridge upWard for estab 
lishing a circuit for controlling ?ashing of a light bulb. 

In this invention, in order to prevent metal chips generated 
When mounting the case to the vehicle With a screW from 
entering into hole portions formed When cutting and bending 
upWard the bridge portions to cause the short circuit, cap 
members for closing the holes are integrally formed When 
molding the case, and the cap members are ?tted into the 
holes in the last step. 

In the above-described vehicle room lamp With the bus 
bar molded therein, since a very di?icult Work to insert the 
bus bars at the time of injection molding is involved, there 
arises a problem of increase in manufacturing cost, and since 
it also requires a manual operation to ?t the cap member 
formed integrally With the case into the respective holes so 
as to prevent the short circuit due to the metal chips, there 
arises a problem of increase in cost of the product as a 
Whole. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In order to solve the above-described problems, it is an 
object of the invention to provide an insulating structure 
betWeen bus bars in a vehicle room lamp in Which a bus bar 
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2 
portion Where exposed bus bars are close to each other is 
covered entirely by an insulating member, and hence short 
circuit can be prevented even When conductive members 
such as carbon ?bers coming off an inner lining of a roof of 
a vehicle are attached to the vehicle room lamp. 

In order to achieve the above-described object, a ?rst 
aspect of the invention is, in a vehicle room lamp including 
a number of bus bars disposed on a back surface of a case 
provided With a sWitch for controlling an illumination lamp 
such as a light bulb or ?ashing of the light bulb, an insulating 
structure betWeen the bus bars in a vehicle room lamp 
characterized in that short circuit betWeen the bus bars is 
prevented by ?tting insulating members molded by rela 
tively ?exible resin into grooves in Which the bus bars are 
?tted to cover exposed surfaces of the bus bars at least 
entirely over a portion Where the mutual distance of the bus 
bars is reduced. 

In the structure of the ?rst aspect, preferably, the insulat 
ing members are formed into substantially the same Width as 
the grooves, and the resilient members are resiliently 
engaged With the grooves. 
A second aspect of the invention is, in a vehicle room 

lamp including a number of bus bars disposed on a back 
surface of a case provided With a sWitch for controlling an 
illumination lamp such as a light bulb or ?ashing of the light 
bulb, the bus bars for achieving ?ashing of the illumination 
lamp being integrated via bridge portions, the bus bars being 
electrically separated by cutting and bending upWard the 
bridge portions at positions of holes formed on the case at 
positions corresponding to the bridge portions in a state of 
being ?tted into the grooves formed on the case, character 
iZed in that short circuit betWeen the bus bars is prevented 
by ?tting insulating members molded by relatively ?exible 
resin into grooves in Which the bus bars are ?tted and ?tting 
projections projecting from the insulating members into the 
holes formed on the grooves to cover exposed surfaces of the 
bus bars at least entirely over a portion Where the mutual 
distance of the bus bars is reduced. 

In the second aspect of the invention, preferably, the 
projection of the insulating member includes an acute 
angled distal end and a constriction at a midsection thereof, 
so that the insulating member is prevented from coming off 
by engagement of the constriction With a distal end of the cut 
and bent upWard bus bar. 
As described above, in the invention, since the insulating 

members molded by relatively ?exible resin is ?tted into the 
grooves in Which the bus bars are ?tted to cover the exposed 
surfaces of the bus bars entirely over a portion Where the 
mutual distance of the bus bars are reduced, the bus bars are 
prevented from electrically short-circuited even When the 
metal chips such as carbon ?bers fall onto the back surface 
side of the case from the inner lining When being mounted 
to the vehicle and the short circuit can be prevented over a 
large area by the single insulating member, Whereby 
improvement of Workability is achieved. 

Since the insulating member is formed into substantially 
the same Width as the groove, the insulating members can be 
?xed by being inserted into the grooves, Whereby a very 
simple ?tting operation is achieved. 

Furthermore, since the projections to be ?tted into the 
holes for separating the bus bars integrally, When the pro 
jections are inserted, the projections come into abutment 
With the cut and bent upWard distal ends of the bus bars and 
are engaged thereWith by a frictional force, so that the 
insulating member is prevented from being coming off 
easily. 
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Since the projection of the insulating member includes the 
acute-angled distal end and the constriction at the midsec 
tion thereof, insertion into the portion Where the bus bar 4 is 
cut and bent upward is facilitated. Also, ?xation of the 
insulating member 8 is ensured by engagement betWeen the 
constriction at the midsection With the cut and bent upWard 
distal end of the bus bar 4 in the inserted state, Whereby such 
effect that ?xture can further be enhanced is achieved. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a general exploded perspective vieW of a thermal 
insulation structure of a vehicle illumination lamp according 
to the invention vieWed from the back surface side of a case; 

FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective vieW shoWing part of 
the structure shoWn in FIG. 1 in an enlarged scale; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of the structure in FIG. 1 in 
a state in Which bus bars are mounted to the case; 

FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional vieW of a portion Where the 
bulb cassette in an assembled state is mounted; 

FIG. 5A is a cross-sectional vieW taken along the line 
FiF in FIG. 3 in a state in Which an insulating member is 
?tted into a groove; 

FIG. 5B is a cross-sectional vieW shoWing a case in Which 
the shape of the projection of the insulating member is 
different; and 

FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of another embodiment of the 
bulb cassette. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention is a structure in Which at least a 
portion of bus bars Where the mutual distances are reduced 
is entirely covered by ?tting an insulating member molded 
by relatively ?exible resin into grooves in Which the bus bars 
are ?tted to cover exposed surfaces of the bus bars. 

EXAMPLE 1 

Referring noW to draWings, an embodiment of a thermal 
insulation structure of a vehicle room lamp according to the 
present invention Will be described. 

Reference numeral 1 is a case formed of resin Whose 
material cost is loW, such as polypropylene and partitioned 
into three chambers by tWo partitioning Wall surfaces 1a. 
The tWo chambers on the left and right sides are chambers 
for storing map lamps, and a center chamber is a chamber for 
storing an illuminating unit for illuminating a portion of a 
cup holder provided betWeen a driver’s seat or a front 
passenger’s seat, or a speaker or a microphone for a mobile 
phone. 

Push sWitches 2 are mounted to a bottom plate of the left 
and right chambers respectively, and a lens 3 for turning the 
push sWitches on and off are rotatably mounted on the front 
side (the loWer side in the draWing). A connector 1b to be 
connected With a battery of a vehicle is mounted on the 
bottom plate of the case 1. Grooves 1c are de?ned betWeen 
case walls 101 for receiving therein bus bars 4 so as to 
connect the connector 1b With the push sWitch 2. A terminal 
strip 6 is provided for clamping and holding an electrode 
portion of a light bulb 7 described later. 

The bottom plate Which constitutes the map lamp cham 
bers in the case 1 is formed With openings 1d for detachably 
attaching bulb cassettes 5. The bulb cassette 5 is formed of 
thermal resistant resin, for example, of expensive nylon 
resin, so that the terminal strip 6 is detachably attached 
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4 
thereto. The bulb cassette 5 is formed integrally With a heat 
shield Wall 511 so as to extend along the Wall surface 111 in 
a state of being mounted to the opening 1d using a claW 5b. 
The heat shield Wall 511 is not necessarily required to be 
formed integrally With the bulb cassette 5, and may be 
integrated by means such as adhesion. 

In this manner, even When the light bulb 7 is mounted to 
the terminal strip 6 provided in the bulb cassette 5, the bulb 
cassette 5 is mounted to the opening 1d of the case 1, poWer 
is supplied to the light bulb 7 to illuminate the same, heat 
from the light bulb 7 is increased, and the heat shield Wall 
511 formed of heat resistant resin is heated, the heat shield 
Wall 511 is prevented from being thermally deformed, and 
hence high heat is not transmitted to the Wall surface 111 
oWing to the heat shield Wall 5a. Therefore, the Wall surface 
111 is prevented from being thermally deformed. 
The bus bars 411 for connecting the connector 1b With the 

push sWitch 2 and the terminal strip 6 are integrated by 
bridges 411 at the time of manufacture. The bus bars 411 are 
formed into a structure Which enable them to be ?t into the 
grooves 10 of the case 1. Subsequent to being ?t into the 
groves 1c, the bus bars 411 may then be cut and bent 
upWardly so as to separate at positions of holes 1e formed at 
positions corresponding to the bridges 4a. In such a manner, 
each bus bar 4 establishes an independent circuit. (See for 
example, JP-A-200l -1 80372). 

Reference numeral 8 designates an insulating member 
formed of ?exible resin for covering portions Where the bus 
bars are arranged close to each other. The insulating member 
8 is formed With a plurality of proj ections 8a to be ?tted into 
the holes 1e of the case 1. The bus bars 4 are ?rst ?tted to 
the grooves 10 and, in the separated state by being cut and 
bent upWard in the holes 1e, the insulating members 8 are 
?tted into the grooves 10, and then the projections 8a are 
?tted and ?xed to the holes 1e, Whereby the upper surfaces 
of the bus bars 4 Which are close to each other are covered. 

Therefore, even though carbon ?bers (several millimeters 
in length, generally) contained in the inner lining fall on the 
bottom surface side of the case 1 When the case is mounted 
into a hole formed on an inner lining of the vehicle, since the 
upper surfaces of the bus bars Whose mutual distance is 
reduced are covered by the insulating members 8, the bus 
bars are prevented from being shor‘t-circuited. 

Although the structure in Which the single heat shield Wall 
511 is formed in the bulb cassette 5 for preventing thermal 
deformation of the single Wall surface 111 in the embodiment 
described above, it is also possible to form tWo of the heat 
shield Wall 511 as shoWn in FIG. 6 to prevent thermal 
deformation of the tWo Wall surfaces opposed to each other 
With the intermediary of the light bulb 7. 
The projection 811 formed on the insulating member 8 is 

not necessarily required to be a rod-shape as shoWn in FIG. 
5A, but may be a projection 8b formed to have an acute 
angled distal end and a constriction at a midsection thereof. 
With the projection 8b in this structure, since the distal end 
is acute-angled, insertion into the portion Where the bus bars 
4 are cut and bent upWard is facilitated and, in the inserted 
state, since the constriction at the midsection thereof is 
engaged With the cut and bent upWard distal end of the bus 
bar 4, ?xation of the insulating member 8 is ensured, and 
hence the securement of the insulating member 8 is further 
enhanced. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a vehicle room lamp comprising a number of bus 

bars disposed on a back surface of a case provided With a 
sWitch for controlling an illumination lamp such as a light 
bulb or ?ashing of the light bulb, the bus bars for achieving 
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?ashing of the illumination lamp being integrated via bridge 
portions, the bus bars being electrically separated by cutting 
and bending upWard the bridge portions at positions of holes 
formed on the case at positions corresponding to the bridge 
portions in a state of being ?tted into the grooves formed on 
the case, Wherein short circuit betWeen the bus bars is 
prevented by ?tting insulating members molded by rela 
tively ?exible resin into grooves in Which the bus bars are 
?tted and ?tting projections projecting from the insulating 
members into the holes formed on the grooves to cover 
exposed surfaces of the bus bars at least entirely over a 
portion Where the mutual distance of the bus bars is reduced. 

2. The insulating structure betWeen the bus bars in a 
vehicle room lamp according to claim 1, Wherein the pro 
jection of the insulating member comprises an acute-angled 
distal end and a constriction at a midsection thereof, so that 
the insulating member is prevented from coming off by 
engagement of the constriction With a distal end of the cut 
and bent upWard bus bar. 

3. A vehicle room lamp comprising: 
a case having case Walls de?ning therebetWeen a plurality 

of grooves and establishing a space for retaining an 
illumination lamp therein; 

a plurality of bus bars operably connected to the illumi 
nation lamp so as to supply electrical poWer thereto, 
Wherein each of the bus bars is positioned in a respec 
tive one of the grooves; and 

an insulating structure to prevent short-circuiting betWeen 
the bus bars, the insulating structure including insulat 
ing members formed of a relatively ?exible resin, the 
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insulating members being resiliently ?tted Within each 
of the grooves betWeen the case Walls so as to be in 
covering contact With the bus bar positioned therein. 

4. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 3, Wherein the bus 
bars include at least one severed bridge, and the case 
includes at least one hole for receiving portions of the at 
least one severed bridge therein, and Wherein the insulating 
member includes at least one projection Which extends into 
the at least one hole betWeen the portions of the at least one 
severed bridge therein. 

5. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 4, Wherein the at 
least one projection includes an angled distal end. 

6. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 5, Wherein the at 
least one projection includes a constriction at a midsection 
thereof. 

7. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 3, Wherein the bus 
bars include a plurality of severed bridges, and the case 
includes a plurality of holes for receiving respective portions 
of the severed bridges therein, and Wherein the insulating 
member includes projections, each projection extending into 
a respective one of the holes betWeen the respective portions 
of the severed bridges therein. 

8. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 7, Wherein each of 
the projections includes an angled distal end. 

9. The vehicle room lamp as in claim 8, Wherein each of 
the projections includes a constriction at a midsection 
thereof. 


